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Reviewer’s report:

The authors report a comparison study in which a standard history was presented twice with variation of IOP between the two presentations. The outcome was the clinical decision made on the basis of the presented information.

It is excellent to see the clinical decision making process being scrutinised in this fashion, however I have some points I believe should be addressed:

1 By my reading, the same notes were presented with differing IOPs at the same session. This could bias the results were there any memory effect.

2 It would be good to know the baseline intraobserver variation of the assessing ophthalmologist to purt the results in context ie the agreement in decision making when presented with the same data twice.

3 The measurement error of a single Goldmann IOP is +/-2mmHg in good hands and +/-3mmHg in most clinics. It seems from the authors report that their correction for CCT did not make a difference beyond this measurement error. The implication is that this clinical decision difference is one that could also occur due to measurement error. I believe this should be discussed to put the importance of their CCT based report in context.

4 Clinical decision making is a process of discussion with patients and hence this design is (of necessity) an artificial simulation of the process. Acknowledgement of this fact/limitation should be made in the discussion.
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